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Subject: Please post to all Highland and Clinton counties sites
 
Senator Peterson: We the 800 members of  Clinton County/Highland County Citizens
Concerned about Solar Farms  Were not promptly and efficiently notified and the OPSB
representative speaking that we were is artful at best.
There was little communication to us from county commissioners. I will attach their web page and
you can see they have not published minutes in years.   http://co.highland.oh.us/commissioners/
.................
 
This article from Ohio U states the flawed and antiquated methods are clearly stated .
https://puco.ohio.gov/static/OPSB/2020_rules/Ohio+University.pdf.........................................
The small investment made by developers pales to the monetary investment that residents have
made in the affected homes in the footprint of these projects. Residents have a lifetime investment
made in their homes and communities and make up the fabric of our respective
counties.                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                  We have been
dismissed and dehumanized and our only value is only that of a number on the OPSB comment
board. This unmitigated act against our counties by solar developers that is being allowed to happen
by our elected representatives is exploitation of the people in the foothills of Appalachia.We ask that
the sponsors of HB118 stop solar developers from destroying our community.
          ( ATTACHMENT ) The OPSB methods on notification being used by renewable energy
companies are inefficient and unfair to residential home and property owners. The method of
advertising a notice in the newspaper was used in the 1970's. It is insufficient as very few people
subscribe and read a newspaper on a daily basis. The method of computer use of podcasts may be
received well by those who are computer literate and those who have high speed access but
consider Highland county demographics from census bureau 2019 statistics, Population of 43161
,18.9% of our population are over 65 , that is 8157 people . Only 71.4%  30,816 out of 43,161 have a
broadband HS internet subscription .  Making the podcast live stream impossible for some . The
panel is impersonal and not like a one on one discussion where questions can be asked and
demonstrated until subject material is understood. The most efficient means of contact would be a
certified letter with a layman friendly prepared, easy study materials for reviewing over several
weeks. Then a company rep should be at a local facility such as a school to discuss all questions and
collect opinions and statements from home and property owners that are being denied due process
by lack of efficient notification and fair presentation of information. As Ohio citizens we ask that you
take this factual data and statement in consideration and institute this type of compliance by all
renewable companies who have attorneys that practice law by profession . We are but working
people who depend on the state of Ohio to protect our Constitutional rights and the interest of us,
our children, parents and grandparents. The palomino project had 49 residents not contacted.  By
what measure do you attain the metric of those that do not understand. and did not receive fair
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representation..                                                                The rewriting of SB52 must include pending
projects as residents have been denied FAIR DUE PROCESS.   Map.   https://connectednation.org/wp-
content/uploads/sites/15/2018/05/Broadband3M_Highland.pdf
( ATTACHMENT ) The covid excuse that has circumvented Due Process..
                            
Mr. Gingerich,
 
First, let me say thank you for your patience awaiting our reply. I conferred with our legal and policy
team about your request. While the COVID situation continues to evolve day-to-day, at this time we
cannot commit to an in-person meeting. We fully expect in-person to become an option at some
point down the road, and for now we can offer to set up a virtual meeting or teleconference with
your group. I’d be happy to get the ball rolling on that with some possible dates if you are interested.
Additionally, while OPSB staff and managers are able to discuss our process and participation, the
Board members themselves cannot participate directly due to Ohio open meeting laws.
 
Again, I appreciate your patience and understanding. I hope to continue to be a helpful resource to
you and your neighbors going forward.
 
Thank you,
 
Matt
 
--
Matt Butler
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Power Siting Department
Public Information Officer
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